
Garage

Diagnostic Solutions has announced that it will

be holding a special 2018 product launch

event, for its acclaimed Brain Bee range at the end

of January.

Aimed at garages and technicians looking to

explore new business opportunities and maximise

their profit potential across a range of vehicle

diagnostic and specialist garage services. There will

also be a chance for one lucky attendee to win a

Brain Bee CONNEX diagnostic tool on the day.

The event will provide a showcase for the

latest offerings in the Brian Bee range with the

AGC-8200 Automatic Transmission Service Station,

CLIMA Line Air conditioning Service Stations and

CONNEX Diagnostic Systems on display. The AGC-

8200 is an automatic transmission service unit that

allows garages to perform transmission servicing

and system maintenance quickly and effectively

with zero cross contamination. This can give a

garage a major advantage when it comes to

tackling the fast expanding automatic transmission

service sector.

Brian Bee’s Clima Line is recognised globally

as a leader in vehicle air-con service equipment and

the latest offers include stations suitable for both

R134a and R1234yf refrigerants that are fully

automatic and use simple procedures to make the

process as quick and easy as possible.

CONNEX is a new generation tablet based

Diagnostic System that offers speed, efficiency, and

a wide range of functions. It has an exceptionally

fast start-up time, provides fast access to a wide

range of services including VIN and plate search

functions and offers the possibility of a SMART

THRU – PASS THRU function for certain vehicle

manufacturers.

Experts from both Brain Bee and Diagnostic

Solutions  will be on hand to demonstrate the

features and benefits of the systems and answer

any questions. There will also be a series of

presentations on each equipment line, highlighting

the positive impact that they can have on any

garage and the productivity and business potential

benefits each can offer.

The event is free of charge and refreshments

and lunch will be provided. At the conclusion of

the presentations, a prize draw will take place for

all those who attended, with the prize being a

CONNEX Diagnostic System Tool.

The event takes place on Saturday January

27th at the Red Cow Moran Hotel on the Naas

Road in Dublin, at 9.30 AM Places are limited so

pre- registration is essential. 

To register, call Diagnostic Solutions on
01-413-1330, Text 087-249-7977 or Email
info@diagnosticsolutions.ie by 
Friday January 13th.

Free Brain Bee event to
showcase new business
opportunities

The event takes place on Saturday January
27th, at the Red Cow Moran Hotel on the
Naas Road in Dublin, at 9.30 AM 
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Question: We have a customer

with a 2000 Volvo S80, who has

reported a knocking noise from

the front of the car when driving

over rough roads. We have heard

the noise on road test and have

checked several components

under the vehicle but we cannot

find the fault. Have you heard of

this fault?

Answer: We are aware of a fault

affecting Volvo S80 models in the VIN range 1

000580-137346. It is due to the rear of the

front subframe making contact with the

vehicle floor. Support the engine/subframe.

Remove the rear bolts and mounting plates of

the front subframe. Lower the rear of the front

subframe sufficiently to allow fitment of

rubber spacer rings, which are available from

Volvo parts departments. Fit rubber spacer

rings between subframe and the vehicle floor

(see figure detail 2). Refit rear bolts and

mounting plates of front subframe (see figure

detail 1). Tighten bolts to a tightening torque

of 105 Nm + 120°. Road test the vehicle to

confirm that the fault has been rectified.

Volvo S80 - Knocking Noise When  Driving Over
Uneven Surfaces

In conjunction with Autobiz, this

month Revive is offering Autobiz

readers a chance to win a Revive Turbo

Cleaner Starter Kit worth €49.95 + vat.

John here at Autobiz loves this kit! 10

lucky entrants will be selected at random

to receive the free kit just by answering

a simple question.

Revive is a simple and effective

turbo cleaning solution, that more and

more garages in Ireland are now relying

on as a cost effective alternative to

expensive repairs and turbo

replacement. The easy to use advanced

formulation of the fluid means it attacks

oily carbon deposits and removes them

in tiny particles. This makes the process

safe for vehicles with catalytic converters

and DPFs and importantly, no

disassembly is required. Once

completed, the process restores lost

power, makes the engine far more

responsive and boosts fuel economy,

with many motorist saying it is like

driving a new car.

To enter the competition to win a

Revive Starter Kit simply answer the

following question? How is Revive

applied?

A) As an additive through the fuel

system

B) Through the inlet system and

combustion process

C)  By removing the turbocharger and

leaving to soak for 12 hours

The answer can be found at

www.reviveturbocleaner.com. Simply

email your answer (A,B OR C) to

win@reviveturbocleaner.com along with

your business name, address and

contact telephone number. Please put

AUTOBIZ in the subject heading.     

The competition closes on
January 31st 2018. Winners will be
picked and notified in February.

To be in with a chance to win, simply
answer the following question - 
How is Revive applied?

WIN a Revive Turbo
Treatment Kit




